
Toronto Hotel Workers 
Plan Strike
Work Action and Community 
Rally Planned for June 24th
By Kevin O’toole

The International Union of Food and Allied Workers (IUF) is planning a 
global day of action on June 24th in defense of workers’ right to organize 
unions, the Toronto Media Co-op has learned.

The union is targeting Paris-based Accor, one of the largest hotel companies 
in the world.  In Toronto, workers with UNITE HERE Local 75 (UH 75) 
are planning a one-day strike action at the Novotel Hotel at 45 The Espla-
nade, one of several brands of hotels owned and operated by Accor.  IUF 
and UH 75 say that Accor is violating its commitment with IUF “not to 
oppose efforts to unionize its employees.”

According to UH 75, workers organizing at Novotel hotels in Canada have 
faced “multifaceted” forms of management opposition.  The union claims 
that in Mississauga, management has urged its employees verbally and in 
writing to “vote no” in a union election and have stopped providing shifts to 
server Rekha Sharma shortly after she spoke at a union rally outside her ho-
tel over a year ago.  In Ottawa, cook and union organizer Jeff Segat was fired 
prior to a union vote, despite having had a positive performance evaluation.
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Outcries of public rage met the announcement that 
Michael Bryant would not be charged in the death of 
Darcy Allen Sheppard, a bike courier from Toronto.

Richard Peck, the special prosecutor assigned to the 
Bryant/Sheppard case, says that the public interest 
could not have been taken into account in his decision 
not to prosecute the former Provincial Minister. 

“It doesn’t work that way,” said Peck in response to 
claims that he should have proceeded with charges in 
the public interest of accountability.  “The responsi-
bility on Crown Council is to review the case and see 
if it meets the threshold for prosecution.  The public 
interest cannot trump the fact that case does not 
meet the threshold for prosecution...it’s in the Crown 
Council policy manual.  If you don’t have a provable 
case, you can’t proceed.”

Bryant’s car can be seen on public surveillance video 
striking Sheppard and then driving off with Shep-
pard attached to his car, yet the defendant claims that 
Sheppard attempted to attack him before he drove off 
in his car, killing Sheppard.

Concerns about Bryant’s PR firm, Navigator LTD. 
have also been raised. Their slogan is “When You 

Can’t Afford to Lose.”

Navigator is headed by Jamie Watt, the 
mastermind behind the Mike Harris Con-
servative campaigns in the 90’s.  Watt plead 
guilty to 13 counts of fraud in 1984.

Joe Friesen writing in The Globe and Mail 
pointed out that Navigator, an extremely 
high-end and well-connected firm, was 
very openly working to spin Bryant’s image 
through press releases, coordinated state-
ments and the narrative of the events of 
night Sheppard was killed.

Navigator has been involved with a number 
of high-profile, right-wing political events 
recently.

Watt is one of the key campaign manag-
ers of the George Smitherman campaign 
for mayor.  He or his firm has also been involved in 
‘crisis communications’ work for Helena Guergis after 
she was removed form the Conservative Cabinet and 
Brian Mulroney during the Karlheinz Schreiber affair.

Less well known is that Navigator was also the firm 
that was conducting focus groups for Pride Toronto 

looking at whether the group Queers Against Israeli 
Apartheid (QUAIA) could participate in the march.  
Speaking in XTRA, Cathy Gulkin, a member of 
one focus group, stated that the groups were stacked 
against QUAIA.  She also stated that Navigator-rep 
Chad Rodgers was spreading the false claim that 
swastikas were being worn by QUAIA members at 

BRYANT’S CHARGES DROPPED BUT PR CONTINUES
by Gwalgen Geordie Dent

On June 13, the Israeli government an-
nounced the appointment of Canada’s 
former chief military lawyer, Brigadier-
General Ken Watkin, as an internation-
al observer to an “Independent Public 
Commission”.  The commission was set 
up in response to the killings of nine 
Turkish civilians in international waters 
on May 30th.  The civilians were peace 
activists aboard an aid flotilla delivering 
medical and construction supplies and 
food to Gaza, which has been under 
blockade since 2007.  Following wide-
spread international condemnation, the 
UN Security Council called for an in-
ternational independent inquiry into 
the incident – a move vetoed by the 
US.  In its stead, Israel has appointed 
its own panel of three Israeli citizens 
and two international observers.

Canadian Minister of Foreign Af-
fairs Lawrence Cannon welcomed 
the establishment of the commis-
sion and the appointment of Watkin 
in a statement: “Given his career in 
the Canadian Forces (CF), and his 
service as Judge Advocate General, 
Brigadier General Ken Watkin is 
well suited to participate in this com-
mission.”  The Conservatives have 
been accused of showing a bias favor-
ing Israel by various sources since 
taking power in 2006.

Watkin was appointed Judge Advo-
cate General ( JAG) in 2006, by for-
mer Conservative Defense Minister 
Gordon O’Conner.  As JAG, Watkin 

oversaw a staff of over 200 military 
lawyers who, according to the CF 
website, “provide legal advice at bases 
and wings”, defend soldiers and others 
accused under court martial and advise 
commanding officers on legal and ethi-
cal issues in areas of armed conflict. He 
served as JAG until earlier this year. 

Previously, Watkin sat on the Board of 
Inquiry for Canadian military contro-
versies in Somalia in 1993 and Rwanda 
in 1994 and advised the Canadian 
Navy and Commanders in Bosnia.  
Most recently, he has been implicated 
in the “Afghan Detainee” issue.

Former Conservative  
Appointee to Observe 
Gaza Flotilla Inquiry
By Enid Godtree and Kevin O’Toole

Darcy Allen Sheppard
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Beyond the convergence

by Blandine Juchs and Alessandra Renzi

TORONTO—A Montreal father sat in a Toronto courtroom for hours last 
Tuesday. He had driven all night and was  waiting for his daughter to be released. 
Around 11pm she came out, saying “you can’t imagine what they did to us”. He 
went inside the court police station to yell his outrage at the officers.

Several shifts have taken place in the past days. The government’s justifications 
for the security measures has changed as more embarrassing images have flooded 
the mainstream media. People have begun to ask questions about why some take 
to the streets to protest global policies that oppress poorer and disadvantaged 
communities. Many are also processing the emotions of rage, fear, anger and ex-
citement.

On July 1st, crowds took to the streets across Canada, astonished that their rights 
had been so easily taken away. “The windows of banks and corporations will be 

replaced in a few days, but what about our rights?” asked one of the speakers at the 
Toronto solidarity march. Peer-to-peer support groups and healing circles have 
begun to spring up, local clinics are offering free treatments, collective defense 
committees are getting together, lawsuits have been launched against the police, 
political campaigns are getting organized and networks are expanded. Communi-
ties seem ready to take care of each other, opening up spaces in meetings to talk 
about individual and collective feelings.

In an editorial, the anti-capitalist convergence from Montreal declared: “We con-
ceive of counter-summit demonstrations as a means rather than an end in itself, 
an opportunity for mobilization and contestation, as well as for meeting and con-
vergence points where we can unite our forces, practices and knowledge.” While 
addressing the repression and brutality of the past week, communities are sharing 
stories, analyses and plans, processing intense emotions and harnessing the en-
ergy now circulating into links among individuals and groups.

photos from protests in Montreal (left), Toronto (centre) and Ottawa (right) by Steph Law, Jackson Chiu and Ariel Troster

QuaIa Brings politics Back to pride
by Megan Kinch

TORONTO—Today, proudly march-
ing in the pride parade is Queers 
Against Israeli Apartheid. QuAIA 
fought a hard battle against censorship 
to bring the politics back into Pride, 
which became a battle of the grassroots 
against corporate control of the parade. 
For example, yesterday’s “Take Back 
the Dyke” march, organized in response 
to censorship of QuAIA, went ahead 
even after Pride Toronto reversed their 
decision, citing “barricades, marching 
fees, corporate sponsorship and vetting 
of groups” as harming the “true sense of 
community spirit and visibility” of of-
ficial Pride-sponsored events.

Robynski, a member of QuAIA, spoke 
about why it was important to support 
the Palestinian people: “Palestinian 
queers suffer under the occupation, it’s 
a military occupation and that exacer-
bates poverty and all kinds of oppres-
sion, against women, against gays. Islam 
may not understand homosexuality and 
may not understand queers, but it’s not 
necessary to understand your allies to 
fight with them.”

He evoked the struggle against apart-
heid in South Africa in the 1980s, 
where Toronto queers fought in solidar-
ity with Simon Nkoli, an HIV positive 

South African man who brought gay 
rights into the movement of Nelson 
Mandela and the ANC. Nkoli’s work, 
and the international solidarity of gay 
activists against apartheid, was instru-
mental in making South Africa’s con-
stitution the first to enshrine rights for 
gays and lesbians.

Speaking personally, Robynski said 
“Queers have very short memories. It 
was only a mere 20 or 30 years ago that 
cops were beating up queers and do-
ing things like washroom entrapment 
—forcing them to have sex with them 
and then beating them up—driving 

them out to Cherry Beach and beat-
ing the shit out of them there. They 
have been seduced into believing now 
that the cops are all our friends because 
there are gay cops and they forget that 
they can be just as authoritarian as 
straight cops, cops are always opposed 
to gay rights, whatever rights they ac-
cord us as queers have come kicking 
and screaming on our part. The cur-
rent generation hasn’t been told these 
stories.”

However, the struggle over re-politi-
cizing pride is getting some younger 
people interested in Palestine solidarity. 

Michael Bailey said: “Before this ban I 
wasn’t following Queers Against Israeli 
Apartheid but now that they tried to 
ban it I’m really pissed off.” Morgan 
Page, also a younger community activ-
ist, said “Pride’s history is a political his-
tory: it’s a political movement and de-
politicizing it is pretty much the worst 
thing we could ever do. I also think that 
depoliticizing Pride goes hand in hand 
with the marginalization of people of 
colour and trans people and sex work-
ers which are the ones who started the 
Pride movement at Stonewall.”

photo by Neal Jennings



As a result, UH 75 is calling on 
Accor to: respect the Trade Union 
Rights agreement signed with IUF, 
“in particular the commitment not 
to oppose efforts by its workers 
to unionise,” to publicly affirm its 
neutrality and voluntarily grant 
union recognition where there is 
evidence of majority support and 
to reinstate organizers who have 
been terminated or lost shifts and 
hours since their campaign went 
public in November 2008.

The 100 workers at Novotel on the 

Esplanade will be joined by hotel 
and food service workers across the 
GTA.  UH 75 is calling for allies 
to join them at the picket lines 
any time from 7am to 7pm and 
at 4:30pm in particular for a mass 
rally to show community solidarity 
and support.

Council recently calling for an 
independent investigation of the 
incident was blocked by the US 
who called on Israel to investigate 
themselves.
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UNITE HERE STRIKE

Alternative Summit Cost Equals Six Seconds of 
G8/20 Summit 
By Tim Groves  

Six seconds of the G8 and G20 
summits would be enough money to 
cover the entire cost of the Peoples 
Summit, an alternative summit 
happening a week before the official 
summit.

“Our budget is $30,000, which 
works out to six seconds worth of 
their cost,” said Mark Calzavara, 
an organizer of the People’s Sum-
mit. The G8 and G20 Summits 
are costing $1.2 Billion dollars. 
Calzavara calculated the cost per 
hour as $17 million then divided 
by the cost of the Peoples Sum-
mit to arrive at the figure of six 
seconds. “Whatever way you dice 
it, it shows the absurdity of it 
all,” he said.

The G8 and G20 Summits are 
being attended by a handful of 
elite politicians and business 
people while the public is being 
kept out by a large fence and 
a massive security operation. 
Calzavara believes these are not 
about finding real solutions for 
everyday people. “It’s really about 
making sure the rules favour 
their own nations above all oth-
ers,” he said.

Meanwhile, the People’s Summit is 
open to everyone. Over 100 work-
shops are being held on a wide va-
riety of topics, with several sessions 
dedicated to children. It launches 
on June 18th with an opening event 
at the Carlu Theatre and continues 
on Saturday and Sunday at Ryerson 
Campus. 

For more information visit: peoples-
summit2010.ca  

the 2009 Pride Parade.  The claim made by lawyer and Israeli-supporter 
Martin Gladstone was later debunked as being an anti-swastika symbol 
not even worn by a QUAIA member. 

Toronto Community Mobilization Network

ABOLISH THE G8/G20!

Defend Tur tle Island

THEMED DAYS OF 
RES ISTANCE  (BUILD UP)
JUNE 21 ,  2pm, Allan Gardens: 
March,  “All  Out In Defense of 
the Rights of  All”
JUNE 22 :  Creative civic 
transformations and street 
theatre for Gender Justice.
JUNE 22 ,  evening,  f inancial 
district :  Queering the G20!
JUNE 23 ,  11am, Alexandra Park 
(Dundas/Bathurst) :  March, 
“Call  for  Environmental  Justice! 
A Toxic Tour of  Toronto!”

JUNE 24 ,  11am, Queen’s Park: 
March,  Canada Can’t  Hide 
Genocide:  Indigenous Day of 
Action. 

DAYS OF ACTION
JUNE 25 ,  2 :30pm, Allan Gardens: 
March,  Block Party,  Tent City, 
“Justice for Our Communities”
JUNE 26 ,  1 :00pm, Queen’s Park: 
March,  “People First”
JUNE 26 ,  1 :00pm, Queen’s Park: 
March,  “Get Off  the Fence”
JUNE 26 :  Radical  Street  Party, 
“Saturday Night Fever.”

JUNE 27 :  Autonomous Direct 
Actions,  “Getting Down to 
Business”
JUNE 27 ,  1pm: Bike Block Action
JUNE 27 ,  2pm, St .  James Park 
(King/Church):  Funeral  March
JUNE 27 ,  3 :33pm, Queen’s Park: 
Make Believe Tea Party
JUNE 27 ,  5pm: Bruce Mackey 
Park (Dundas/Wardell) : 
March,   Fire Works For Prisons
For more details  & events, 
alternative media,  convergence 
centre and more. . .  visit :

G 2 0 . t o r o n t o m o b i l i z e. o r g
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G20 Map for Downtown Toronto
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Queers demand police accountability

stonewall Was a riot Too 
Tracing the politics of queer repression 
from Stonewall to the Toronto G20 Summit

TORONTO—With well over one bil-
lion dollars spent on new and lasting 
policing infrastructure, the largest police 
presence in Canada’s history and more 
people arrested and detained than during 
the October Crisis of 1970, the decision 
to hold the G20 in the downtown core of 
Toronto has had far-reaching social ef-
fects – effects mirrored in the historical 
experiences of the queer community.

Certainly, the experiences of both queer 
and non-queer identified people swept 
up in the large scale police brutality tes-
tify to a pervasive culture of homopho-
bia, sexual discrimination and intimi-
dation, displayed by the police forces 
tasked with “securing” the G20 leaders 
last weekend.

Lisa Walter, a journalist with the 
Alternative Media Centre and writer for 
Our Times, describes being questioned 
over whether she was a man, called a 
“fucking dyke” by the sergeant and segre-
gated with other arrestees on the basis of 
sexual identity. Ryan Mitchell, working 
with the medic team, describes the ho-
mophobia he experienced during his ar-
rest in these terms: “The arresting officer 

then said to both me and the Montrealer 
that “One of those ni..... .big black guys 
would anally penetrate us and then we 
could make a gay porno out of it.” He 
then looked at me and said that I would 
really like that.”

Such narratives bear a striking resem-
blance to the experiences of many queers, 
which prompted the Stonewall Riots of 
1969. The police repression of that era 
is well worth revisiting for the light it 
sheds on our state’s more recent displays 
of systematic discrimination. Indeed, 40 
years ago, attempts exercised by police to 
silence queer community organizers res-
onate deeply with those we’ve just born 
witness to: arbitrary detention and arrest, 
raids on our spaces, surveillance, infiltra-
tion and threats of violence on the ba-
sis of identity. Michael Fader described 
Stonewall in these terms: “We all had a 
collective feeling like we’d had enough of 
this kind of shit.... There was something 
in the air, freedom a long time overdue, 
and we’re going to fight for it.” 

Reflecting on Stonewall gives us occasion 
to recognize the importance not only of 
unearthing and denouncing individual 

experiences of brutality and discrimina-
tion, but of considering in broader and 
more political terms the historical rela-
tionships between these patterns of sys-
tematic police targeting as they’ve been 
exercised on a cross-section of groups 
at the forefront of social movements. 
During Stonewall, and subsequently 
in Canada during the bathhouse raids, 
police were also doing more than just 
acting as homophobic thugs. They were 
implementing social policies explicitly 
designed to repress and disempower so-
cial movements recognized as a political 
threat.

At the same time as police were using 
hateful epithets and threats of sexual vio-
lence against arrestees, G20 leaders were 
passing draconian austerity measures 
aimed at dismantling and rolling back 
hard-fought public infrastructure and 

social welfare provisions. The success of 
those austerity measures is surely predi-
cated on the complacency of populations 
who bear the brunt of their most anti-
human and undemocratic effects. The 
queer rights movement has always acted 
as a bulwark against such complacency. 
That’s what makes it dangerous.

Although queer people in our society 
have made enormous gains, many both 
within and allied with the community 
continue to face the systemic violence 
and discrimination embodied in the 
policies of many of the g8/g20 countries. 
What we saw in the streets of Toronto 
during the g20 was an attempt to divide 
and conquer communities that need to 
be unified. That is the purpose of the 
practice we just witnessed. 

by Justin Saunders and Brett Story
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by Lisa Walter

TORONTO—They gathered outside 
the 519 Church Street Community 
Centre with little notice: sixty mem-
bers of the queer community deter-
mined to voice concerns about acts of  
homophobic violence committed by 
police during the G20 summit in To-
ronto. Via the Pride Toronto website, 
members of the public were invited to 
the 519 to join police representatives at 
the “Board and Chief ’s Pride Recep-
tion.” Toronto Police Services Board 

Chair Alok Mukherjee and Chief Wil-
liam Blair were expected at the affair, 
as well as Councillor Kyle Rae, Pride 
Toronto Executive Director Tracey 
Sandilands, and other dignitaries.  

Members of the community assured 
Executive Director Maura Lawless that 
their intention was to ask questions to 
the police, and were assured that the 
event was open to all. Following a few 
brief speeches, however, community 
members who tried to enter the centre 
found themselves barred by police of-

ficers, who said only five people would 
be allowed to enter at a time. When the 
crowd reacted with predictable conster-
nation, officers then declared that no 
one would be allowed to enter. Chief 
Blair had not yet arrived at the centre.

A noisy standoff ensued. The crowd de-
clared that they would not allow Chief 
Blair to enter without first addressing 
their questions. Several individuals 
who, singly, had succeeded in entering 
the reception were ejected.  

Ms. Sandilands made an appearance 
to assert that the Chief ’s reception was 
and would continue to be a “signature” 
affiliated event with Pride. Demonstra-
tors denounced the legitimacy given to 
the police by association with Pride as 
“pinkwashing.” Ms. Lawless offered to 
organize a meeting between commu-
nity members and the police to address 
concerns of police brutality; however, 
this was not embraced by those expect-
ing to attend the reception.

Chief Blair arrived at the community 
centre close to 6 p.m. and was warmly 

greeted by people calling for his res-
ignation. The assembled community 
members attempted to prevent his en-
try into the community centre and were 
rebuffed by a number of police officers. 
Demonstrators then entered the com-
munity centre through a side door, and 
continued to chant loudly in an attempt 
to disrupt the proceedings, enthusiasti-
cally crying, “No justice, no peace, no 
homophobic police!” and “Hey hey, ho 
ho, Bill Blair has got to go!”

Jenny Peto, in a prepared speech, con-
demned Pride Toronto’s association 
with Toronto Police on the eve of the 
community’s signature event, following 
the largest mass arrest in Canadian his-
tory the weekend prior.  

After Chief Blair’s departure, which 
was facilitated by a dozen uniformed 
and plainclothes officers, community 
members dispersed while declaring 
their ongoing support for police ac-
countability to the community.

photos by Sonia Doyle

pride in numbers
20,000+ 
demonstrators last weekend

20 
years of ‘Austerity Budgets’ planned

2 
words nearly banned 
by Pride Toronto in 2010

1000+ 
arrests last weekend

1st 
rank of largest arrests in 
Canadian history

300+ 
Arrests in ‘81 bathhouse raids 

2 
Dyke Marches in 2010

751 
Queers Against Israeli Apartheid 
Facebook group members

2009 
Trans March inaugural year

by Gwalgen Geordie Dent


